THREE U.S. POSTAGE STAMPS THAT DEPICTED A ‘LIVING’ PERSON and
The “KISS” Heard Around the World!
By Philip S. Dockter
A long standing policy of the USPS is that NO living person shall be depicted on a postage stamp! Well
that policy has been violated! For many years the USPS policy is that a person MUST be dead for at least
5 years - I believe now the rule is 2 years that a person must be deceased.
Recently there has been some talk that the USPS may depict a ‘famous’ or ‘important’ living person on a
postage stamp? This may or may not be true, but HOW would the USPS nominating board decide on
WHO that living person should be? Shall this person have to be famous or just a household
name? Maybe my aunt Bessie who made the World’s greatest chocolate chip cookies ever be
nominated? Perhaps an unknown scientist who made a recent important discovery in the lab? I would
think this idea would become very political in the campaigning process and would result in a lot of bad
ill if the ‘proper or improper person’ was not chosen! What would be the criteria for submission of
names? Many, many questions to be asked.
Without a doubt, perhaps the most famous person of the 20th Century would be astronaut, Neil A.
Armstrong, commander of Apollo 11 and the first person to set foot on the Moon in July of 1969. Neil
Armstrong has been honored twice on a U.S. postage stamp. The first stamp issued in 1969 is a 10 cent
stamp depicting Armstrong climbing down the Lunar Landing Module and setting foot on the Moon.
More recently on a 29 cent commemorative stamp issued for the 25th anniversary of the Moon landing
in 1994. Of course the 1969 commemorative does not name Armstrong on the stamp, but the historical
significance of the event indicates Armstrong as the person depicted. As to the 29 cent stamp,
Armstrong is mentioned as part of the salvage area on the sheet.

The third stamp that has depicted a LIVING person may not be generally known to philatelic
collectors. From 1991 to 1995, for the 50th anniversary of World War II, the USPS issued a
comprehensive WWII sheet of stamps celebrating the war years in the European and Pacific
theatres and on the home front from 1941 to 1945.
On August 14, 1945, 8 days after an atomic bomb was dropped on Japan, the 5 years of War was
over! V.J. Day, as it was called ‘Victory In Japan’, was declared and all America celebrated! Most
notably was the celebration in Times Square in New York City where thousands of patriotic Americans
gathered. Among all this climax of people celebrating was one sailor and one nurse, strangers to each
other, but one photograph of their chance meeting would capture a moment in time that has summed
up what all America was feeling!

V.J. Day Times Square – August 14, 1945
On that afternoon of August 14th, a photographer named Alfred Esienstadt, was dispatched from LIFE
Magazine and was among the thousands of celebrators. Eisenstaedt swung his camera around to
capture a “moment in time”, and through his lens one of the MOST iconic photographs was taken for all

time, a simple photographic image of a Navy sailor and nurse dressed in white. . . kissing. Neither of
their faces could easily be seen and their names were never written down. There was just too much
excitement going on for any of that. Within a week, that photograph was published in LIFE Magazine,
and for the past 70 years that Times Square ‘Kiss’ has become one of the most famous and most
reproduced images of WWII!
As a part of the 1945 WWII stamp sheet, that Alfred Eisenstaedt “Kiss” image was reproduced on one of
the 10 stamps. BUT who were these two strangers that came together in Times Square on V.J.
Day? The sailor & nurse ‘smoochers’ are very much alive and well! George Mendonsa and Greta
(Zimmer) Friedman are these strangers that came together for a moment in time. For many years after
the War their identities were unknown even to each other. It was not until LIFE made an effort on the
35th anniversary of the War to find who they were. Several people did come forward, and George and
Greta were among them. Neither George nor Greta even knew they were being photographed. It was
not until about 20 years after the War that George had seen a copy of the now famous Eisenstaedt
photograph did he recognize himself! So when LIFE extended the offer to come forward, George did so,
and so did many others who ‘claimed’ that they were in the photograph. LIFE now had a
predicament??? WHO really was the ‘real’ nurse and sailor? LIFE began to back down on their quest.

In the early 1980s, George Mendonsa had taken on another battle… he had fought in WWII and now was
fighting a personal battle with publishers of Time/LIFE. George wanted to finally be recognized, not just
for himself but for his family! George went to New York and to the Time/LIFE offices and wanted for
LIFE to credit him for being the ‘real’ sailor! But LIFE and their lawyers were not about to name him! In
1995, George finally got some much deserved credit when the USPS came forward and did the right

thing. The USPS, an official government agency, did name George as the ‘Sailor’ depicted in the famous
photograph and on the stamp that was issued. In George’s hometown of Middletown , Rhode Island,
the Post Office and the local postmaster held a ceremony honoring George and his service during the
War.

George Mendonsa
However, the story is not over… LIFE’s photographer, Alfred Eisenstaedt had gotten off four exposures
of the two kissers, each from a little different angle. The kiss had lasted many seconds, as George was a
bit frisky when he saw a pretty nurse walk by! What LIFE and their lawyers did not know was that
George had an ‘eye witness.’ Standing behind and looking over George’s right shoulder was his fiancée,
Rita! Still to this day, Time/LIFE will not name these two people. After 70 years, this photograph is still
making money for LIFE and is still being published, made into statues, posters, limited edition prints and
even a Christmas ornament, and NOT a cent has gone to the two individuals depicted in this most

historic of photographs. George is now 90 years young, and his charming wife, Rita, are still
sweethearts! Greta Friedman, the nurse (she was a dental technician) lives a quiet life and does not
seek the attention. They both have recently been on some news programs and have been honored in
parades and by local service groups.

George & Greta today

